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Once again people have generously sent items 

for the newsletter. Thanks! 

 

Committee News  The main action this month 

has been by the Canobolas Conservation 

Alliance (CCA). CCA has again requested a 

meeting with Minister Matt Kean to discuss Mt 

Canobolas SCA. A request has also been made 

to him to announce a decision re declaring the 

SCA an Area of Outstanding Biodiversity 

Value. 

 

Spring Creek Reservoir Bird Survey 

Report & photo by Rosemary Stapleton. 

 

On 18 July it was time for the winter survey at 

Spring Creek and Cilla enlisted the help of 

Nick, Beau and myself. Once again social 

distancing was easy to do by walking in pairs 

along either side of the road. 

 

What would we find now that the water level in 

the reservoir had risen a little? At 8.30 am we 

wouldn’t have seen anything as Orange was 

blanketed in heavy fog. After a few quick calls 

we decided to delay and start at 10 am in 

anticipation of a sunny still winters’ day. 

 

The first birds we saw were a busy group of 

Yellow-rumped Thornbills. The water level is 

still very low, so we had to walk some distance 

before seeing our first Black Swan, Little Pied 

Cormorant and Grey Teal. At first there didn’t 

seem to be many waterbirds but further on our 

counting skills were challenged by flotillas of 

Hardheads. We counted over 600! This large 

number is a first for Spring Creek. The Coots 

were hiding in one of the bays and Pacific Black 

Ducks were also in good numbers. Rather than 

keeping their usual low profile a few male Musk 

Ducks were sitting higher in the water and 

showing their spikey tails and the leathery flap 

under their bills. 

 Nick, Cilla, and Beau counting Hardheads. 

Other birds were scarce with no honeyeaters or 

raptors. However, there were the usual White-

browed Scrubwrens and Crimson Rosellas. 

Superb Fairywrens were in the roadside trees 

with a few males in their superb new breeding 

plumage. A total of 29 species were recorded, 

which is down from the usual number.  

Part way along the road we came across the 

earthworks for the pipeline that will connect 

Spring Creek Reservoir to the water treatment 

plant in Icely Road, so by-passing Suma Park 

Dam.  This will reduce evaporative losses that 

Impact of COVID 19 

 

Due to the ever-changing situation OFNCS 

talks and meetings will not recommence yet. 

 

For excursions we’ll be guided by 

government regulations and are aware of the 

risk profile of many members. 

 

The good news is that an excursion is being 

organised for Sunday 16th August. There 

will be no car pooling and it is likely that you 

will have to register beforehand if you intend 

to come. Details are still being worked out 

and members will be notified by email. 

 

Newsletter –If you have something 

interesting to share in the newsletter please 

email to: orangefieldnats@gmail.com 

 

Facebook – Jenny Pratten would also like 

photos and items for Facebook. Please email 

Jenny at gopratto2014@gmail.com 

 

 

 

mailto:orangefieldnats@gmail.com
mailto:gopratto2014@gmail.com
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have occurred when the water is transferred via 

the creek, however it will impact the creek by 

reducing the water flow along it. 

Heifer Station Creek TSR 

Report Jenny Medd, photo Rosemary Stapleton. 

 

Local Land  Services Officer, Tim Nalder, met 

with an OFNCS delegation including Dick 

Medd, Beau Palmer, Rosemary Stapleton, Cyril 

Smith & Jenny Medd, at the Heifer Station TSR 

on Thursday 9th July to inspect the reserve  and 

discuss how to better manage it to protect its 

important natural features.  LLS have 

undertaken to consider a more sympathetic 

management plan for the TSR and to consult 

further with us and the lessee.  They will 

investigate having the EEC surveyed, mapped, 

and registered, as well as looking at the 

possibility of procuring funds to have it and the 

creek fenced.   It is also hoped that Greg Ingram 

will be asked to inspect what is thought to be a 

scar tree within the TSR. 

 

 
Beau, Tim Nalder, Dick, and Cyril at Heifer 

Station Creek TSR. 

 

CWEC Meeting, by Zoom on 5th July 2020 

Report by Rosemary Stapleton. 

 

Ten groups joined in and provided reports. 

Main points of interest from the meeting were: 

• Increase in mining in the Central West: Bev 

Smiles reports that, due to the $6  million 

stimulus to the mining industry from the 

NSW Government, there is an upsurge of 

mining activity in the Central West. This 

includes a drilling operation /exploration 

near Wellington. There has also been an 

announcement of strategic coal releases. 

The  fact that mining has not been pursued 

with enthusiasm in areas where political 

pressure has been applied by 

environmentalists emphasises the success 

of political campaigning by environmental 

groups. 

• Independent Planning Commission (IPC) – 

the number of submissions for a hearing to 

be held on a state significant proposal has 

been increased to 50. This means it is even 

more important for organisations and 

individuals to make submissions. 

• State Forest issues - Lithgow Environment 

Group raised concerns about State Forests 

adopting a business model and the 

possibility of plantation forests being 

privatised. They also talked about the large 

areas of plantations that were burnt last 

summer and the likelihood of logging 

timeframes on unburnt forests being 

brought forward. This will probably mean 

logging in plantations around Orange will 

occur sooner than planned and affect biking 

tracks. 

• McPhilamy’s Mine – Regis has further 

delayed its response to submissions on the 

mine’s EIS. The Belubula Headwaters 

Protection Group is keenly awaiting a date 

for the public hearing of the IPC. 

• Mt Canobolas & mountain bike tracks – 

suggestions for a campaign to keep the 

significant values of the SCA in the minds 

of politicians and the public were discussed.  

• Proposed increases in capacity of dams 

-  Bev Smiles, as a representative of the 

Inland Rivers Network,  talked about the 

impact of a number of proposals to increase 

the capacity of dams along the western 

slopes of NSW. These will write off any 

benefits that have been gained from the 

Murray-Darling Basin Plan. A headwaters 

working group has been convened to 

formulate a campaign opposing the 

proposal to raise the wall of Wyangala Dam 

and double its capacity. It will compliment 

similar groups formed in communities in 

the lower reaches of the Lachlan. 

• Motions for the NCC AGM were suggested 

and relate to the changes to the IPC, land 

clearing and several other topics. 

• The draft Crown Lands Strategic Plan was 

discussed, and concerns raised. CWEC will 

develop submission guidelines.   

Mt. Canobolas Update 

Those of you who are locals may have read 

various articles in the press relating to Orange 

City Council’s ideas for mountain biking and 

management of the SCA. As far as the CCA 

knows nothing definite has yet been proposed.  
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The members who usually keep me up to date 

on the biodiversity of the mountain have been 

quiet this month. The good rain has prompted 

lots of growth and a few plant species are 

starting to flower and some orchid leaves are 

appearing. Bring on September! 

 

Over the last few months Greenhood rosettes 

with wavy leaves and small buds have been 

seen. These are Pterostylis nutans or the 

Nodding Greenhood. Several flowers are out at 

Orange View and on Friday I took the photo 

below.  

 

Much to my surprise when I downloaded the 

photos, I noticed there was an insect inside one 

of the flowers. As usual Murray’s expertise 

resulted in an interesting insight. On seeing the 

photo Murray replied ‘Looks like a midge fly of 

some kind. …. My first thought was family 

Mycetophilidae, so I did a search for 

Mycetophilidae and Pollination. I found this 

article ‘Pollination by sexual deception of 

fungus gnats (Keroplatidae and 

Mycetophilidae) in two clades of Pterostylis 

(Orchidaceae)’. Two of the authors, Rod 

Peakall and Graham Brown are Australians 

and one of their representatives of clade B is 

Pterostylis nutans, the nodding greenhood. 

Sounds like I was right on the money!’ Read the 

article abstract by clicking on the title above. 

Probable fungus gnat in a Nodding Greenhood 

flower at Orange View, Mt Canobolas SCA.  

 

Murray also related a local connection as Col 

Bower and Graham Brown worked together for 

many years on Thynnine wasp pollinators of 

orchids. 

 

Please note: Old Canobolas Road is closed until 

mid-August as Cabonne Council is working on 

it following heavy erosion. 

Cowra Woodland Bird Survey Program…. 

Why do I join in? 

Report and photos by Rosemary Stapleton. 

 

COVID 19 has changed all our lives and after 

the recent surveys I found myself pondering 

why I survey for the Woodland Bird Program.  

 

Are my motives altruistic? Such as collecting 

data to document what is happening to birds at 

this time of land clearing and climate change? 

Or to give information to landowners to see how 

important their bits of bush or revegetation are? 

Or are my motives selfish and social? Such as 

learning more about birds, catching up with 

other birdos, seeing favourite birds or rare ones 

or visiting sites on private land which I 

wouldn’t normally be able to go to? Or do I go 

to just get out of the house and forget the world? 

 

And of course, it is all of the above … and even 

more. You never know what you will see and if 

you don’t join in you will never know what you 

missed! 

 

This last survey weekend was no different to 

many others I’ve been to in the last 15 years. 

Despite not going to the social activities it was 

good to meet up once again with my survey 

partner Ruth, from Gooloogong. 

 

Our 9 sites were north of Cowra, along and west 

of the Lachlan Valley Way. It was wonderful to 

see the country green again however the fog 

proved a challenge both mornings. The 

magnificent old Yellow-Box and Red Gums 

along the road stood out eerily in the fog.  

 

Grey-crowned Babblers were a feature of our 

surveys with families of up to 12 being spotted 

on almost half of the sites. This included a very 

industrious group ‘nest’ building at Warrawong 

Paddock. Then there were the 9 Flame Robins 

hawking from a fence as we drove between 

sites. A Grey Fantail came right over to say 

‘hello’ at another site. The Wood Ducks, with 3 

older ducklings, were more threatened by our 

presence and the adults adopted a prone position 

(below) that I’ve never seen before.  Someone 

must have said ‘duck’! 

 

 

https://academic.oup.com/botlinnean/article-abstract/190/1/101/5480527?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://academic.oup.com/botlinnean/article-abstract/190/1/101/5480527?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://academic.oup.com/botlinnean/article-abstract/190/1/101/5480527?redirectedFrom=fulltext
https://academic.oup.com/botlinnean/article-abstract/190/1/101/5480527?redirectedFrom=fulltext
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There were other interesting things to see in 

paddocks where stock had been excluded. 

Several types of lichen were re-establishing at 

one site and at another an unusual soil crust 

(below) had formed on a gravelly slope.  

 

 
 

The prospect of a stunning spring for orchids 

was revealed at the 2 sites at the property 

‘Haven-Lea’. There were lots of flowers of the 

Hairy Snail Orchid,  Linguella clavigera, as 

well as occasional spikes of the Inland 

Mosquito Orchid, Acianthus collinus. We saw 

leaves of at least 6 more orchid species, some 

with buds emerging.  

 

Sharing this wonder with a fellow surveyor like 

Ruth is why Cowra keeps calling me back. 

 

The Cowra Woodland Bird Program does 

quarterly surveys at over 90 sites in the Cowra 

Shire. In pre-Covid times there was a gathering 

on Friday night to collect directions to sites and 

meet fellow surveyors. Surveys were done on 

Saturday and Sunday mornings. On Saturday 

afternoon a visit to a good birding site was often 

organised. On Saturday night a BYO barbeque 

was often followed by a speaker. If Covid 

permits the speaker this Spring will be Dr Julian 

Reid presenting his recently completed analysis 

of the 17 years of Cowra data. 

 

The Spring surveys will be held on 10/11 

October, COVID permitting. If you are 

interested contact Malcolm Fyfe on  

(02)4471-8757,  malcolmfyfe85@gmail.com. 

Malcolm usually emails a ‘call for volunteers’ a 

month before the survey dates. 

 

Memories from Members 

 

Jenny Pratten has a long history with Orange 

Field Nats and remembers it from a very 

different perspective to most of us. She came 

along until she finished school in 1981. Jenny 

writes: 

‘I was 11 when my father, Chris Pratten started 

the OFNCS and I have fond memories of going 

along to information evenings and on field trips 

over the next 7 years until I headed off to study 

at Sydney University. 

There would be many families attending field 

trips and I would love looking after children 

younger than myself - lunchtime picnics were 

enjoyable. 

Some of my favourite trips were to Back Yamma 

State Forest for bird watching, long walks to the 

peaks of Mt Nangar & Mt Arthur, walking to the 

beautiful waterhole at Mingham Springs and 

walking from the top of Kanangra Walls to the 

bottom. 

My most favourite thing was caving, and we 

were lucky to have members of the 

Orange Speleological Society in our group. 

They would take us to caves (well tiny holes) in 

paddocks around the area including Cliefden 

Caves. I would put a candle on my hardhat and 

squeeze through passages and in between rocks 

to see beautiful formations - I thought doing this 

was fabulous. Today there is no way I could do 

this as I feel claustrophobic quite easily. 

Unfortunately, I did not have a camera in those 

days & do not have any photos just nice 

memories.’  

Check out the last page of the newsletter to see 

the type of OFNCS activity Jenny remembers.  

 

Murray Fletcher sent the following story after 

reading the July newsletter. 

‘Col's identification of a greenhood as 

Pterostylis mutica (depending on confirmation 

once its flower opens) is of interest to me. I first 

met P. mutica in 1972 when I was driven from 

Sydney to Canberra (for Australia's first 

International Congress of Entomology) by 

David McAlpine from the Australian Museum. 

In addition to being a world renowned dipterist 

(look it up!), David was a fan of Australian 

terrestrial orchids and usually had a few 

species flowering in pots whenever I visited his 

home.  

 

On our way to Canberra, David stopped the car 

just outside Picton and we had a look in the 

neighbouring bush. He found a greenhood 

orchid in bud and, embarrassed as I am to admit 

it, I dug it up and carried it to Canberra with 

me in a plastic bag. I stayed in Bruce Hall at 

http://malcolmfyfe85@gmail.com
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ANU and I placed the orchid into the ashtray in 

my room. Over the next day or so, it opened its 

first flower. I visited the Australian National 

Library and had a browse through Rev Rupp's 

Australian Orchid book and identified it as P. 

mutica.  

 

One of the really interesting features of this 

orchid flower is the labellum which is a flat 

tongue-like process poking out from the "hood". 

It bears a dark knob on it and I found that, if I 

touched the knob, the labellum snapped 

upwards sealing whatever had touched it inside 

the hood with no way out except through a 

narrow gap near the top of the hood, which 

required squeezing past the pollinia. The 

labellum would not open again if the knob was 

again touched and, as it is the only 

protuberance inside the sealed hood, it is what 

the fly or wasp that has been trapped sits on 

until it finds its way out and picks up the 

pollinia. In my case, of course, nothing was 

trapped in the hood so eventually the labellum 

would lower itself and open the way for the next 

visitor. 

  

A further note about David McAlpine (who still 

volunteers at the Australian Museum despite 

being well over 90!) is that he had a large tub 

on his front verandah with some rocky soil in it. 

He would tell people it was his specimen of 

Rhizanthella gardneri which evoked much 

interest from visitors. This particular orchid is 

entirely subterranean, flowering underground 

and self-pollinated and has only been found a 

few times by alert farmers ploughing one up. 

Knowing what an impish sense of humour 

David had, I firmly believe he had nothing in the 

pot but rocky soil, but he impressed a number of 

visitors.’ 

 

If you have any stories of OFNCS experiences 

or your early brushes with nature please send 

them to orangefieldnats@gmail.com. 

 

Dates for your Diary 

September - Purple Copper Butterfly 

Surveys. To find out dates, times and locations 

contact Threatened Species Officer, Jessica 

Peterie 02 6883 5358 or  

Jessica.Peterie@environment.nsw.gov.au 

 

26 September, 21 November, and 23 January 

- Latham Snipe Count Dates. Maybe Snipe 

will return to the wetlands in Orange again. 

 

10-11 October – Cowra Woodland Bird 

Surveys. 

18-25 October – Australian Backyard Bird 

Count. Join hundreds of other Australians 

taking a 20-minute break in their backyard or 

local favourite place. Last year over 3.4 million 

birds were counted. To register go to 

https://aussiebirdcount.org.au/ 

 

31 October, 9am-5pm - Nature Conservation 

Council NSW 2020 Annual General Meeting 

(AGM). The AGM will take place at the NSW 

Teacher’s Federation in Sydney. Online options 

are being investigated for those who cannot 

attend in person, or if required for physical 

distancing.  

 

Sightings around Orange 

If you see anything interesting, please email 

orangefieldnats@gmail.com or post it on 

Facebook.  

 

‘Things with Wings’  

The birds are still rather quiet in the bush, but 

the photos below show it pays to keep watch in 

your garden. 

• Golden Whistler The stunning bird 

(below) was photographed by Ian Roth in 

his garden on Borrodell Drive in late June.  

 

• King Parrots – Peter Toedter had a pair 

feeding in his garden. 

 

• Flame Robins – one followed Beau Palmer 

around Mt Towac and I spotted them 

mailto:orangefieldnats@gmail.com
mailto:Jessica.Peterie@environment.nsw.gov.au
https://aussiebirdcount.org.au/
mailto:orangefieldnats@gmail.com
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hawking from fence lines at Gregra and 

north of Cowra. 

• Blue-faced Honeyeaters – once again 7 of 

these annual visitors have turned up in the 

Proteas in Cyril Smith’s garden. 

• 8 Australian Shovelers, 5 Chestnut Teal, 

3 Pink-eared Ducks and good numbers of 

other ducks were spotted by Beau Palmer at 

a dam/lagoon about 1km south of Eugowra. 

• Emu – Cath Stapleton found a broken Emu 

egg (below) on the southern track in the 

Bumberry section of Goobang National 

Park. Steve Woodall, NPWS, comments 

that ‘we have emus in the rest of Goobang 

to the north, although your find is the first 

record for the Bumberry Section’. 

 

 
 

Orchids - Everyone is saying this spring will be 

a stunner for orchids. Like on the surveys at 

Cowra there are lots of orchid leaves appearing 

in the Bumberry section of Goobang National 

Park, on the Parkes Road west of Manildra. 

There is a greater variety of leaves on the 

northern side of the road and more scattered 

groups to the south. 

 

Other Plants - An enjoyable day out can be had 

at Burrendong Arboretum. Lots of their unusual 

Western Australian plants are flowering. The 

plants, birds and view to the dam make Harris 

Lookout  a great place for a picnic lunch. 

 

Creature of the Month   
 

What’s that green plant? 

Text by Dick Medd, images by Hai Wu. 

Our intrepid roving observer Hai Wu exploring 

off-track on Mt Canobolas recently spotted a 

fascinating ice sheet across a rock plate, fringed 

by a ring of a mysterious green plant. Whilst I 

couldn’t place the species, I knew it was a  

Liverwort. Turns out, according to the experts I 

consulted, to be quite a widespread species, 

Riccia cartilaginosa, that ranges across the 

continent. But it is a new record for Mt 

Canobolas, adding to the more than a dozen or 

so Liverwort species already recorded. 

 

 

If it were spelt Liverwart you could be forgiven 

for thinking it could be a growth on a liver! But 

the etymology sets us straight as the name 

derives from the Anglo-Saxon word lifer 

meaning ‘liver’ and wyrt being the old English 

word for ‘plant’, which evolved to wort 

referring to a ‘small plant’ – so literally a ‘small 

liver plant’. Why liver? Because, in the eyes of 

some, the thallus lobes resemble those of liver 

lobes. Herbalists apparently had the notion 

particular species could be used as medicine for 

liver ailments. Take your pick! 

 

Liverworts are a group of small non-flowering, 

non-vascular plants, aligned to mosses in the 

phylum Bryophyta. They are terrestrial but lack 

true roots; instead having an underground 

structure known as a rhizoid. Their above-

ground leaf-like ‘foliage’ is known as a thallus 

and is usually green because it contains 

chlorophyll, enabling them to photosynthesise.  

Anyway, well done to Hai and enjoy his images. 

If you want to learn more about Liverworts 

check them out at: 

https://www.anbg.gov.au/bryophyte/what-is-

liverwort.html 

https://www.anbg.gov.au/bryophyte/what-is-liverwort.html
https://www.anbg.gov.au/bryophyte/what-is-liverwort.html
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Even though Jenny Pratten doesn’t have photos of the Field Nats activities she went on with her dad 

these photos show similar experiences. The photos below come from Paul Meeth who shared them 

when we prepared a display at the Orange Regional Museum in 2018. 

 

 
 

An OFNCS picnic, possibly at Ophir Reserve. 

 

 

Walking out from caving at Cliefden. Adults [left to right]  – Colina and Bernie Huxtable, Jennifer 

Kenna, and Bill Pippin. Do you know who the boys are? 
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By the way……. Dipterist: noun, a person who studies or collects flies. 

 

 

Websites to check while indoors.   Do you have a website/webcam to recommend? Just let me know.  

 

Jenny Medd has been enjoying other people’s plant and bird photos on the Facebook links below. She 

comments ‘there are stunning orchids going gang-busters all over the country!!’ 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1469859343324569/?multi_permalinks=2533689620274864 

(Australian indigenous plant identification) 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/BirdsinBackyards/ 

(Birds in backyards(Australia)) 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/675253642559682/ 

(Australian native plant enthusiasts forum)   

 

Note from BirdLife Southern NSW about EagleCam - a change for watching the live action. Please 

use the SECURE URL (beginning with https) when accessing the live video page. This is due to 

changes made to Twitch where the adjacent camera stream lives. 

https://sea-eaglecam.org/video.html 

 

Conservation Conversations with Birdlife South Africa – go travelling and learn about birdlife in 

South Africa. Because of Covid BirdLife South Africa have been running regular webinars on birding 

topics. Because of the time difference its hard to watch them live but if you go to the bottom of the 

webpage you can watch recordings of the webinars at https://www.birdlife.org.za/blsa-conversations 
_____________________________________ 

Payment of the 2020 Annual Subscriptions was due earlier this year. Please send your cheque or money 

order made out to "OFNCS" to the Hon. Treasurer, Dr Dick Medd, OFNCS, PO Box 369 Orange NSW 

2800.  

  EFT payments to  BSB 802 129: Account 100014678:  

     O F N & Cons Soc Inc:  

Please be sure to identify payments with your name.  

Send confirmation of payment to orangefieldnats@gmail.com 

Subscription rates: 

Single member – $25     Concession rate (emailed newsletters) – $12.50 

Each additional family member – $5  Concession rate (printed newsletters) – $25  

Note: concession rate is for bona fide pensioners and students only 
_____________________________________ 

This Newsletter is produced for OFNCS by the Editor, Rosemary Stapleton. Views expressed herein are not 

necessarily those of the Society. Items should not be reproduced without permission of the Editor. 

  

Orange Field Naturalist & Conservation Society acknowledge the traditional custodians of the land, including 

the people of the Wiradjuri Nation, and pay our respects to Elders past, present and future. 

 

Orange Field Naturalist & Conservation Society, PO Box 369, Orange, 2800  

orangefieldnats@gmail.com   www.orangefieldnats.com  www.facebook.com/ofncs/ 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1469859343324569/?multi_permalinks=2533689620274864
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BirdsinBackyards/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/675253642559682/
https://cm.birdlife.org.au/t/r-l-jkdrdrc-jrdijikjil-d/
https://www.birdlife.org.za/blsa-conversations
mailto:orangefieldnats@gmail.com
mailto:orangefieldnats@gmail.com

